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INTRODUCTION 

Static stability (balance) is the ability to keep the 

body’s center of gravity over the base of support in 

quiet standing. Following a lower-limb amputation, the 

loss of sensory input and musculoskeletal output 

impairs balance. A prosthesis can partially replace the 

input/output mechanisms, however little literature 

exists to guide component selection. This study aims 

to investigate the effects of ankle articulation on 

balance. Good stability is quantified by small COP 

variance, large Entropy, and WB% near 50%. The two 

hypotheses were that: 1) Less articulation will result in 

improved balance due to better transmission of 

ground reaction forces and 2) Occluding vision will 

impair balance for all foot conditions since vision is a 

major feedback mechanism for stability. 

 

METHOD 
Subjects: Eleven unilateral transtibial amputees with 
no known balance issues were recruited for this study 
(Age=57±9years).  

Apparatus: The CPI Trustep with three bumper 
configurations modulated foot articulation. The COP 
and its velocities were captured using AMTI Dual-top 
AccuSway force plates.  

Procedures: Each subject underwent a total of eight 
trials: four foot conditions (Hb, Gm, Sb, Own), each 
with two visual conditions (EO, EC).   

Data Analysis: The main effects of vision, foot type 
and their interaction were tested using a doubly 
multivariate, repeated measures MANCOVA. The 

length of the residual limb normalized to height (RLR) 
and age were included as covariates. 

RESULTS 

None of the Wilk’s lambda F tests were significant at 
the α=0.05 level, precluding further univariate or 
pairwise analysis. Regression analysis of RLR and 
age showed weak correlation (R

2
<0.2). Figure 1 

illustrates the effects of the foot and visual variable on 
overall balance. 

DISCUSSION 

The results fail to support either of the hypotheses; 
varying prosthetic foot articulation and occluding 
vision had no significant effect on static stability. The 
two covariates, subjects’ age and RLR, also did not 
have a significant effect on balance. This may be due 
to low statistical power (0.17 to 0.77) secondary to a 
small sample size or large inter-subject variance. 
Similar to Nederhand et al, we recommend 
considering the differences in COP and Entropy 
between the prosthetic and sound sided as 
measurements of good balance. Further, investigating 
dynamic stability may increase the effect size. 

CONCLUSION 

Given the findings of the current study, no 
conclusions guiding foot selection for optimizing 
balance can be made.  

CLINICAL APPLICATIONS 

At this time, prosthetic feet should continue to be 
prescribed based on individual preferences, activities, 
gait characteristics and expert opinion. 
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Sb Soft bumper Sound Sound side only

Gm Gait matched bumper Amp Prosthetic side only

Hb Hard bumper RLR Residual Limb Ratio

Own Own prosthetic foot COP Center of Pressure

Eo Eyes open Entropy Sample Entropy

Ec Eyes closed WB%
Percent weight borne 

on prosthetic side

Trial Conditions Abbreviations Measurement Abbreviations

Figure 1:  A) The mean percent of the total body weight that is placed on the prosthetic side for all eight conditions. B) The mean COP 
RMS for all eight conditions. C) The mean sample entropy for all eight conditions. Error bars represent ± one standard deviation. 
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